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HAPPY

Biba Ha’ånen Man Nå’e Gråsias!
Håfa adai! 

As we near the end of another year, we take this special time to re!ect on the challenges our community has faced and 
the triumphs we have forged together.

"roughout this pandemic, we have been bound together by the promise of a healthier, safer day just around the 
corner. "ough we have mourned the loss of loved ones and dreams deferred, we are thankful for the progress we’ve 
made and we look towards a new horizon brimming with hope.

In this season of thanks, there remains so much that inspires gratitude and a smile. "e tandem heartbeat of doctors 
and nurses working nonstop to save lives. "e victory lap of patients who fought a hard #ght against COVID-19 and 
won. "e errand-driven business of manåmko’ relishing retirement and simple joys. "e cheerful excitement of 
students and young people reuniting at school. "e familiar hum of families sharing meals and creating memories.

"ese and many more moments shine like diamonds in our darkness. "ey illuminate the chambers of our hearts and 
heed us to honor humanity at its humblest. Truly, it is this spirit of "anksgiving that calls us to cement in our souls 
an uncompromising conviction that we each have it in us to always aspire for a brighter tomorrow:
for our families, for our future, and for Guam.

Un Dångkulu Na Si Yu’os Ma’åse’!
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Håfa Adai!

In times of trouble and hours of darkness, our people have turned to our patroness for wisdom and for the strength to 
prevail. On this day, we rea!rm our faith and o"er our prayers to honor the Feast of Santa Marian Kamalen, protectress of 
Guam and legacy of the CHamoru people. 

As we pay our patronage, we do so from a safe distance while we continue addressing the COVID-19 pandemic. #is does 
not diminish the solemn observance to which our people so devotedly hold dear and it does not dwarf our resolve to heal 
our island and resume our sacred and time-honored traditions. 

#roughout history, Our Lady has endured storms and wars, thefts and threats. Together and now, the people of the world 
are enduring an unprecedented challenge that continues to test our healthcare capacity and our economic vitality. Despite 
our daunting experience, together we have made so much progress.  

As we shine the light of our faith on this most reverent occasion, we lift our hearts in prayer that we harness the quiet 
humility of our souls and the strength of our humanity to overcome this trial for our families, our friends and all of Guam. 

Biba Santa Marian Kamalen!

Un Dångkolo Na Si Yu’os Ma’åse’!


